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4TH JANUARY 1934: THE KUZNETS REPORT

The welfare of a nation can scarcely
be inferred from a measurement of
national income
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intensity and unpleasantness of effort going into the earning of
income. The welfare of a nation can, therefore, scarcely be inferred
from a measurement of national income as defined above.
The abuses of national income estimates arise largely from a
failure to take into account the precise definition of income and the
methods of its evaluation which the estimator assumes in arriving
at his final figures. Notions of productivity or welfare as understood by the user of the estimates are often read by him into the
income measurement, regardless of the assumptions made by the
income estimator in arriving at the figures. As a result we find all
too commonly such inferences that a decline of 30 percent in the
national income (in terms of "constant" dollars) means a 30 percent
decline in the total productivity of the nation, and a corresponding
decline in its welfare. Or that a nation whose total income is twice
the size of the national income of another country is twice "as well
off", can sustain payments abroad twice as large or can carry a debt
burden double in size. Such statements can obviously be true only
when gualified by a host of "ifs."
A similar failure to take into account the investigator's basic
assumptions underlies another widely prevalent abuse of national
income measures, involved in estimating the draft or " burden " which
this or that particular type of expenses^ (e.g., government expenses,
payments on bonded debt, etc.) constitutes ot the country's total
<md-product. Every payment included in the national income is
ipso facto a draft or a "burden" upon national income. For example,
net receipts by physicians from medical practice, are both an addition to national income and a draft upon individual incomes from
which such receipts originate. Since we estimate the value of personal
services or commodities at their market value it follows that any
payment for productive services contributes just as much to the
national income total as it takes away from it. No items included in
national income can, therefore, be conceived as "pure" draft.
. The full meaning of a statement that such payments as interest
on bonds or taxes for government services are a " burden" or draft
upon national income is that actually no services are being rendered
in return for these payments. That an increasing weight in the
national income of payments on fixed debt or of salaries of government officials is not hailed as an increased contribution to national
income lies in the implicit assumption, not always true, that the services contributed by creditors or government officials have not increased proportionately, and that, therefore, a heavier burden was
added upon other income recipients without an increased benefit.
Such assumptions are accepted all too easily because they are
based upon a natural but erroneous identification of national income
with business or personal income. From the standpoint of a business
firm or person, the income of employees, private or public, is
likely to appear as a draft. But from the vantage point of national
economy as a whole, which is usedby a national income investigator,
no payment that is included in national income can be considered as a
pure draft upon the country's end-product. This can be true only
of payments not included, such as charity, earnings from illegal
pursuits, and the like. All that the national income estimator can
say is that this or the other part of the national total has increased or
declined more than the others. That this rise or decline implies a
larger or smaller burden upon the national economy can be established

“The welfare of a
nation can, therefore,
scarcely be inferred
from a measurement
of national income as
defined above.”
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SOCIAL PROGRESS INDEX FRAMEWORK
Basic Human Needs

Foundations of Wellbeing

Opportunity

Nutrition and Basic Medical Care

Access to Basic Knowledge

Personal Rights

Water and Sanitation

Access to Information and
Communication

Personal Freedom and Choice

Shelter

Health and Wellness

Tolerance and Inclusion

Personal Safety

Environmental Quality

Access to Advanced Education
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SPI COMPLETE MODEL
Basic Human Needs

Foundations of Wellbeing

Opportunity

Nutrition and Basic Medical Care

Access to Basic Knowledge

Personal Rights

Water and Sanitation

Access to Information and
Communications

Personal Freedom and Choice

Health and Wellness

Tolerance and Inclusion

§
§
§
§
§

Undernourishment
Depth of food deficit
Maternal mortality rate
Child mortality rate
Deaths from infectious diseases

§ Access to piped water
§ Rural access to improved water source
§ Access to improved sanitation facilities

Shelter
§
§
§
§

Availability of aﬀordable housing
Access to electricity
Quality of electric supply
Household air pollution attributable deaths

Personal Safety
§
§
§
§
§

Homicide rate
Level of violent crime
Perceived criminality
Political terror
Traﬃc deaths
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Adult literacy rate
Primary school enrollment
Lower secondary school enrollment
Upper secondary school enrollment
Gender parity in secondary enrollment

§ Mobile telephone subscriptions
§ Internet users
§ Press Freedom Index

§ Life expectancy at 60
§ Premature deaths from non-communicable
diseases
§ Obesity rate
§ Suicide rate

Environmental Quality
§
§
§
§

Outdoor air pollution attributable deaths
Wastewater treatment
Greenhouse gas emissions
Biodiversity and habitat
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§
§
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Political rights
Freedom of speech
Freedom of assembly/association
Freedom of movement
Private property rights

Freedom over life choices
Freedom of religion
Early marriage
Satisfied demand for contraception
Corruption

Tolerance for immigrants
Tolerance for homosexuals
Discrimination and violence against minorities
Religious tolerance
Community safety net

Access to Advanced Education
§
§
§
§
§

Years of tertiary schooling
Women’s average years in school
Inequality in the attainment of education
Globally ranked universities
Percentage of tertiary students enrolled in
globally ranked universities
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SOCIAL PROGRESS DOES INCREASE WITH GDP PER CAPITA
BUT ECONOMIC GROWTH IS NOT THE WHOLE STORY
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SOCIAL PROGRESS INDEX: EU NUTS2 REGIONS
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BRATISLAVA – SCORECARD
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SOCIAL PROGRESS: THE OPPORTUNITY
•

The Social Progress Index provides a rigorous understanding of the
relationship between economic performance and social progress.

•

It helps prioritization by identifying communities’ most pressing areas for
improvement, absolutely and relatively.

•

It creates a common language across government, business, and civil
society to foster collaboration.

•

The Social Progress Index framework can be applied at different scales,
offering a granular understanding down to the community level.
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THANK YOU!

mgreen@social-progress.org
@shepleygreen
@socprogress
www.socialprogressimperative.org
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